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FORBIDDEN SUBCATEGORIES 
OF NON-POLYNOMIAL GROWTH 

TAME SIMPLY CONNECTED ALGEBRAS 

J. A. DE LA PENA AND A. SKOWRONSKI 

ABSTRACT. Let k be an algebraically closed field and A ~ kQ/I be a basic finite 
dimensional /[-algebra such that Q is a connected quiver without oriented cycles. As
sume that A is strongly simply connected, that is, for every convex subcategory B of A 
the first Hochschild cohomology H] (B, B) vanishes. The algebra A is sincere if it ad
mits an indecomposable module having all simples as composition factors. We study 
the structure of strongly simply connected sincere algebras of tame representation type. 
We show that a sincere, tame, strongly connected algebra A which contains a convex 
subcategory which is either representation-infinite tilted of type Ep, p — 6,7,8, or a 
tubular algebra, is of polynomial growth. 

The class of finite dimensional algebras over an algebraically closed field k may 
be divided into two disjoint classes: First, there are tame algebras for which the inde
composable modules occur, in each dimension, in a finite number of discrete and one-
parameter families. Second, there are wild algebras whose representation theory is at 
least as complicated as the study of finite dimensional vector spaces together with two 
non-commuting endomorphisms, for which the classification of indecomposable up to 
isomorphism is a well-known unsolved problem. We are interested in the classification of 
tame simply connected algebras and their representations. Our interest in this problem is 
motivated by the fact that often a convenient way to determine whether a given algebra A 
is tame (and to compute its representations) consists in finding a simply connected cover 
of a suitable degeneration of A. It is known to be the case for all representation-finite 
algebras [5, 7], and it is expected to be true for tame algebras (for some special cases see 
[9, 11, 20]). It is also expected that a simply connected algebra ,4 is tame it and only if 
the Tits form qA of A is weakly non-negative, and, if this is the case, the one-parameter 
families correspond to the generic positive null vectors, see [14]. Following [1], by a 
simply connected algebra A, we mean a basic triangular algebra such that, for any pre
sentation A —> kQ/I of A as a bound quiver algebra, the fundamental group Y\\(Q,I) of 
(Q,I) is trivial, or equivalently A does not admit proper Galois coverings. The class of 
simply connected algebras consists of algebras of finite global dimension, and includes 
the tilted algebras of Euclidean types D„, n > 4, Ep,p = 6,7,8, and Ringel's tubular 
algebras [18]. We consider here the simply connected algebras for which every convex 
subcategory is also simply connected, and call them strongly simply connected algebras. 
It is known [21] that a triangular algebra A is strongly simply connected if and only if, 
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FORBIDDEN SUBCATEGORIES 1019 

for every convex subcategory C of A, the first Hochschild cohomology group H](C, C) 
vanishes. 

The representation theory of strongly simply connected algebras is best understood 
in case ,4 is of polynomial growth (see [15, 22, 23]), that is, there is a natural number m 
such that the indecomposable^-modules occur, in each dimension d, in a finite number 
of discrete and at most dm one-parameter families. But the knowledge of non-polynomial 
growth tame (strongly) simply connected algebras is rather poor. In the study of inde
composable modules over such algebras we may restrict to the sincere algebras, that 
is, algebras which admit indecomposable finite dimensional modules having all simple 
modules as composition factors. Our main result gives crucial information on the struc
ture of non-polynomial growth, tame, sincere, strongly simply connected algebras. 

THEOREM. Let A be a sincere, tame, strongly simply connected algebra which con
tains a convex subcategory which is either representation-infinite tilted of type Ep, p = 
6,7,8, or a tubular algebra. Then A is either tilted algebra or a coil algebra. In particular 
A is of polynomial growth. 

We have the following direct consequence: 

COROLLARY. Let A be a sincere, non-polynomial growth tame strongly simply con
nected algebra. Then every minimal representation-infinite convex subcategory of A is a 
concealed algebra of type Dm, m > 4. 

The paper is organized as follows. In a preliminary Section 1, we shall recall some 
concepts and results necessary for the proof of our main result. Section 2 consists of 
some preparatory lemmas on strongly simply connected algebras. We devote Section 3 
to coil enlargements of algebras and their tame one-point extensions. In Sections 4 and 
5 we present two essential parts of the proof of the above theorem, related respectively 
with tilted and coil algebras. In Section 6 we prove the theorem and present some of its 
consequences. 

Both authors gratefully acknowledge support from the Polish Scientific Grant KBN 
No. 1222/2/91. The first author also acknowledges support from the Consejo Nacional 
de Ciencia y Tecnologia, Mexico. 

1. Preliminaries. 
1.1. Notation. Throughout this article, k will denote a fixed algebraically closed field. 
By an algebra A is meant a finite dimensional associative A:-algebra with an identity, 
assumed moreover to be basic and connected: In this case, it is known that there exists 
a connected bound quiver (QA,T) and an isomorphism A —> ICQA/L Equivalently, A = 
kQA / /can be considered as a A:-category, of which the object class is the set of the vertices 
of QA, and the set A(x,y) of morphisms from x to y is the quotient of the ^-vector space 
kQA(x,y) of all linear combinations of paths in QA from x to y by the subspace I(x,y) = 
IC\kQA(x,y), see [10]. A full subcategory C of A is said to be convex if any path in QA 
with source and target in C lies entirely in QQ. If QA has no oriented cycle, A is said to 
be triangular. 
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By an ^-module we mean a finitely generated right ^-module, and we denote by 
mod A their category. Then ind^ is the full subcategory of mod ,4 formed by the inde
composable modules. A path in mod ,4 is a sequence Mo —» M\ —-> • • • —» Mt of non-zero 
non-isomorphisms between indecomposable ,4-modules. If M, = Mo, such a path is said 
to be a cycle. An indecomposable ^4-module M is said to be directing if it does not lie 
on any cycle in mod ̂ 4. For each vertex / of QA, we shall denote by e{ the corresponding 
primitive idempotent of A, by SA(i) the simple module ejA/et rad.4, by PA(i) the projec
tive cover of 5^(0, and by IA(I) the injective envelope of SA(I). For an ^-module M, its 
support SuppM is the full subcategory of A consisting of all objects / E QA such that 
Horn^ (PA{i),M) 7̂  0. A module M is called sincere if SuppM = A. Finally, an algebra 
A having an indecomposable sincere module is said to be sincere. 

We shall denote by TA the Auslander-Reiten quiver of A whose vertices are the iso
morphism classes of indecomposable^-modules, arrows are the irreducible maps and 
whose translations TA,T^ are the Auslander-Reiten translations DTr, TrZ), respectively. 
We shall agree to identify the vertices of TA with the corresponding indecomposable 
A -modules. 

Finally, by a component of YA we mean a connected component. For a background 
on Auslander-Reiten theory we refer to [10, 17]. 

1.2. One-point extensions of algebras. Let B be an algebra and M be a ^-module. The 
one-point extension of B by M is the algebra 

\k Ml 
B[M] = [0 B\ 

with the usual addition and multiplication of matrices. The quiver QB\M\ of B[M] contains 
the quiver QB as a full convex subquiver and there is an additional (extension) vertex 
which is a source. We may identify the #[M]-modules with the triples (V,X9 <p) where 
V is a finite dimensional A:-vector space, X a 5-module, and <p: V —» Hom#(M, X) a k-
linear map. A 2?[M]-linear map (V,X, cp) —> (V'\Xi', (//) is thus a pair (f,g) where/: V —* 
V is a ^-linear map and g: X —» A* is a ^-linear map such that </?'/ = Hom#(M,g)(/?. 
With mod Z?[M] one associates a vector space category Hom#(M, mod B) in the following 
sense. 

A vector space category K is a Krull-Schmidt A:-category together with a faithful 
functor | — |:K —> mod A;. The subspace category 1Z(K) of K is defined as follows: 
its objects are triples (V, Y, (p) where V is a finite dimensional ^-vector space, Y an 
object of K, and (p: V —> \X\ a A>linear map. A morphism (V, Y, <p) —> (K', Y'9 (p') 
in 1Z(K) is a pair (/",/*) where/: F —> F' is a ^-linear map and /*: 7 —> Y' is a mor
phism in K such that </?'/ = |/z|(/?. Then Hom5(M,mod5) is the vector space category 
whose objects are of the form Hom#(M,J0 with X in modB, and morphisms are of 
the form Hom^(M,g):Hom^(M,J0 —-» Hom^M,^) with g:X —> J^ a morphism in 
mod5. Then | Hom#(M,J0| is t n e underlying A:-vector space of Hom#(M,̂ Y). We have 
then the reduction functor <j)B

M\ mod B[M\ —> Ti(Hom^(M, mod 5)) which assigns to each 
Z?[M]-module (F,X, <̂ ) the object (V, Hom5(M,X)> ^) and to each5[M]-homomorphism 
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(f,g): (V,X, if) -> (V\X, if') the morphism (/", Hom5(M,g)). It is well-known (see [19, 
(17.3)]) that <j>B

M is full, dense and induces a representation equivalence between the full 
subcategory of mod B[M] consisting of modules having no direct summands of the form 
(0, X, 0) and the category U(HomB(M, mod B)). 

A vector space category K is said to be linear if dim^ \X\ < 1 for every object X. 
A linear vector space category is of tame representation type if and only if it does not 
contain as a full subposet one of the posets of the following Nazarova's list: 

T 

T T 

T T T 

T T T T T 

T T T T T T T T T \ T T 

(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) (1, 1, 1, 2) (2, 2, 3) (1, 3, 4) (1, 2, 6) (N, 5) 

See [17]. 

1.3. Splitting lemma. The following lemma gives some necessary conditions for an 
algebra A to be sincere. 

LEMMA. Let A be a triangular algebra and B = Bo9B\,...,Bs — A a family of 
convex subcategories of A such that, for each 0 < i < s, either Bi+\ = Bj[Mj] or 
B,+\ = [Mj]Bt for some indecomposable Brmodule Mi. Assume moreover that indi? 
admits a splitting ind B = 3P V J where 1* and J are full subcategories o/ind B, and the 
following conditions are satisfied: 

1) Hom/,07, !P) = 0 
2) For each i such that Bi+\ = 2?/[M/], M/|# belongs to add J 

3) For each i such that Bi+\ = [Mi\Bit MI\B belongs to add T. 

4) There are i and] such that M, £ J/ and Mj E rP. 
Then A is not sincere. 

PROOF. We know that QA has no oriented cycle and QB is a convex subquiver of QA • 
Denote by x\,... ,xr (resp. y\9... ,yt) the set of all vertices in QA being sources (resp. 
targets) of arrows with target (resp. source) in QB. Observe that, by (4), both sets are 
not empty. For each /, denote by B+ (resp. By) the maximal convex subcategory of Bt 

which does not containyi ,...,}>/ (resp. x\,... ,xr). Moreover, let % (resp. %) be the full 
subcategory of ind By (resp. of ind B*) consisting of modules X such that X\B E add 2* 
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(resp. X\B G add,?). We claim that, for each 0 < / < s, we have ind/?, = % \l % and 
Hom^J//, (Pj) = 0. It is obvious for i = 0. Assume that it is true for some 0 < i < s. 
Consider the case Bi+\ = Bt [Mi]. By our assumption, we know that M, belongs to % or J//. 
If Mj G (Pi thenM; G ind£r andM/|5 - 0,by (2). Similarly, if M, G J// thenM, G ind£+ 
andM,|fi G addj/. Take now an arbitrary module Z— (V,X, if) in mdBi+\. We have three 
cases to consider: Suppose first that Z = (k, 0,0). Then Z G %+\, if M G ^ , or Z G J//+i, 
if M/ G J//. Let now K = 0. Then Y G ind £, = 2* V J//, and hence Y belongs to ^ C (Pi+] 

or to J// C J//+1. Assume now that if ^ 0. Let X = Xi © • • • © JQ be a decomposition 
of X into a direct sum of indecomposable 5,-modules. Since Z is in indBi+\ and <p ^ 0, 
we get that Homfl|.(M/,A)) ^ 0 for any 1 <j<s. If Mi G (Ph then since M(\B = 0, 
M/ G indZ?^ and ind 5/ = (PjV Ji9 we get that the modules X\9...,XS belong to (Pi9 and 
hence Z = (F,X, </?) belongs to (Pi+\. Finally, if M/ G 7/ then, since M/|# G add J/, M, G 
ind£+,ind£/ = ^ V^andHom^C?/,^) = 0, we get that the modules Xj , . . . ,XS belong 
to J// and hence Z = (V9X9<p) belongs to Ji+\. This proves that mdBi+] = ^+i V J7,+I. 

Moreover, if 7 G 2̂ +i and Z G J//+i, then Hom#.+1(Z, F) = Hom#(Z|#, Y\B) = 0 because 
HomsC7,fP) = 0. Thus Homfl(j//+1,^+1) = 0. The proof in the case Bi+l = [Mt]Bi is 
similar. 

Therefore, ind^ = % V J/„ Hom^(J/„ 2>5) = 0, and by (4), B ^ B\ and 5 ^ £7. Since 
1P5 consists of/^-modules and Ĵ  of #7-modules, we conclude that A is not sincere. • 

1.4. 7ame algebras. Let ^ be an algebra and k[X] be the polynomial algebra in one 
variable. Then A is said to be tame if, for any dimension d9 there is a finite number of 
k[X\ — ^4-bimodules M, 1 < / < «^, which are finitely generated and free as left k[X]-
modules and such that all but a finite number of isomorphism classes of indecomposable 
,4-modules of dimension d are of the form k[X]/(X — A) (S>k[x\ M f° r some A G k and 
some i. Let /^(<i) be the least number of k[X] — ^-bimodules Mt satisfying the above 
condition. Then^ is said to be of polynomial growth (resp. domestic) if there is a natural 
number m such that fiA(d) < dm (resp. fiA(d) < m) for any d > 1. Observe that, from 
the validity of the second Brauer-Thrall conjecture,^ is representation-finite if and only 
if fjLA(d) = 0 for any d > 1. 

1.5. Tilted algebras. Let H = kA be a hereditary algebra and T a (multiplicity-free) tilt
ing //-module, that is, Ext\(T9 T) — 0 and T is a direct sum of n pairwise non-isomorphic 
indecomposable //-modules, where n is the number of vertices of A. Then B — End^(T) 
is called a tilted algebra of type A. If A is one of the Euclidean quivers Ap, D^, £5, E7, 
or Eg and T is preprojective (direct sum of modules lying in the T~ orbits of projective 
modules), then C = EndH(T) is called tame concealed. In this case, Vc consists of a 
preprojective component (P containing all projective modules, a preinjective component 
J containing all injective modules, and a family T ^ , A E PI (A:), of stable tubes, forming 
the class of indecomposable regular C-modules, see [18]. We note also that by [12] every 
tame tilted algebra is domestic. 
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1.6. Tubular extensions of tame concealed algebras. Consider the following infinite 
tree 

bound by all possible relations of the form a(3. A branch is the A>category given by a 
finite connected full bound subquiver of the above tree containing the root b. Let now 
C be a tame concealed algebra and %, A G Pi(&X its family of stable tubes. Take a 
sequence E — (E\,..., Es) of pairwise non-isomorphic C-moduies which are simple 
among the regular modules, and a family K = (K\,..., Ks) of branches, say with the 
roots b\,...9bs, respectively. The tubular extension A = C[£, K] of C by E and K is the 
category whose set of objects is the disjoint sum of the sets of objects of C, K\,..., Ks. 
The morphism sets are such that A(x,j>) = C(x,y) if x,y G C; A(x,y) = Kj(x,y) if 
x,y G Ki9 A(x,y) = 0 if y G Kj and JC G CUKh i ^ y; A(x,^) = ^(y) ®k Kfabi) if 
x G Ki9 y G C. Let rA denote the rank of the tube %, A G Pi(^). The tubular type «A = 
(^A)AGPI(^) is defined by «A = r\ + Y.E,e% |^/|. Since almost all «^ are equal to 1, we shall 
write, instead of (HA)AGP,(*)>

 m e (finite) sequence containing at least two n\, including all 
those which are larger than 1, arranged in non-decreasing order. A tubular extension A 
of C is called domestic (resp. tubular) if its tubular type is one of the following: (p,q\ 
1 < p < q, (2,2, r), 2 < r, (2,3,3), (2,3,4) or (2,3,5) (resp. (3,3,3), (2,4,4), (2,3,6) 
or (2,2,2,2)). Dually, one defines a tubular coextension of C. It was shown in [18, (4.9)] 
that B is a representation-infinite tilted algebra of Euclidean type with a complete slice 
in its preinjective (resp. preprojective) component if and only if B is a domestic tubular 
extension (resp. coextension) of a tame concealed algebra. A tubular (resp. cotubular) 
algebra is a tubular extension (resp. coextension) A of C with nA tubular. By [18, (5.2)], 
any tubular algebra is cotubular and conversely. We know (see [13, (2.1)]) that for, a 
tubular extension A of C the following conditions are equivalent: (a) A is tame; (b) A 
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is of polynomial growth (c) n^ is domestic or tubular. Moreover, A is domestic if and 
only if «A is domestic. 

We shall now describe the Auslander-Reiten quiver of a tame tubular extension or 
coextension of C. Let B be tubular extensions of C, then 

rB = Tgv%Bvyg, 

where <2B denotes the preprojective component of r c , %B is a Pi (£)-family of (ray) tubes 
obtained from the corresponding tubes in Tc by successive ray insertions, and JB denotes 
the remaining components of TB. The ordering from the left to the right indicates that 
there are non-zero morphisms only from any of these classes to itself and from the classes 
to its right. All projective indecomposable ^-modules belong to (PB V %B. Similarly, if 
B is a tubular coextension of C, then 

o OO OO SOO 

where J/^ denotes the preinjective component of Tc, ^ is a Pi(&)-family of (coray) 
tubes obtained from the corresponding tubes in Tc by successive coray insertions, and 
(P^ denotes the remaining components of r#. All injective indecomposable ^-modules 
belong to %^ V J/^. If B is a domestic tubular extension (resp. coextension) of C, then 
JQ (resp. fP^) is the preinjective (resp. preprojective) component of T# and contains a 
complete slice [18, (4.9)]. If B is tubular then B is also a tubular coextension of a tame 
concealed algebra C and 

V Q 

a£ = 2£v<tfv( y%B) 

where Q+ is the set of positive rationals and each CẐ8 is a Pi(&)-family of stable tubes 
[18,(5.2)]. 

We shall need the following facts. 

PROPOSITION. Let B be a tame tubular extension of a tame concealed algebra C, 
and M be an indecomposable B-module. Then, with the above notation, the following 
holds: 

i) IfB\M\ is tame then M does not belong to (PB = lP0
c. 

ii) IfB is tubular and B[M\ is tame, then M belongs to %^ V J^ 
Hi) IfB is tubular and [M]B is tame, then M belongs to *PB V CZĴ . 
iv) IfB is tilted of type Ep, 6 < p < 8, M G JB, and [M]B tame, then [M]B is a 

tubular extension ofC. 
v) IfB is tilted of type Ep, 6 < p < 8, M g 3B, and B\M\ tame, then M lies on the 

mouth of a tube in H^8 and B[M] is a tubular extensions ofC. 

PROOF, (i): see [17, (3.5)] and [2, (3.1)]. 
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(ii) and (iii): see [2, (3.2)]. 
(iv) and (v): take verbatim the proofs of Lemmas 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 in [2], using the 

tameness of [M]B (resp. of B[M]) and the fact that, by [17, (3.5)], every one-point ex
tension of a hereditary algebra of type Ep, 6 < p < 8, by an indecomposable regular 
module of regular length at least 2, is wild. 

2. Strongly simply connected algebras. 
2.1. Let A be a triangular algebra and Q= QA. For each vertex x of Q, denote by Q{x) 
the subquiver of Q obtained by deleting all those vertices of Q being a source of a path in 
Q with target x (including the trivial path from x to x). Following [6], A is said to have the 
separation property if, for each vertex x of Q, the radical radP^(x) of the projective A-
module PA(x) at x is a direct sum of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable modules 
whose supports are contained in pairwise different connected components of Q(x). It 
is known [21] that every algebra A with the separation property is simply connected 
in the sense of [1], that is, for any presentation A —> KQ/I of A as a bound quiver 
algebra, the fundamental group U\(Q,I) of (0,7) is trivial. It was shown in [21] that 
every convex subcategory of A has the separation property if and only it every convex 
subcategory of A is simply connected. If this is the case, A is said to be strongly simply 
connected. Observe that the opposite algebra to a strongly simply connected algebra is 
also strongly simply connected. The class of strongly simply connected algebras contains 
all representation-finite simply connected algebras, algebras whose ordinary quiver is a 
tree, and all tilted algebras of Euclidean type (resp. tubular algebras) which do not contain 
convex hereditary subcategories of type An. 

2.2. PROPOSITION. Let Bbea convex subcategory of a strongly simply connected al
gebra A. Then there is a sequence B = Ao, A\,..., A, = A of convex subcategories of A 
such that, for each 0 < i < t, A/+i is a one-point extension or coextension ofAi by an 
indecomposable At-module. 

PROOF. Let Q - QA (resp. Q' = QB) be the quiver of A (resp. B = A0), then Q' is 
a convex full subquiver of Q. Without loss of generality, there is a source xo of Q not in 
Q'. Consider the indecomposable decomposition radP^xo) = ®U\ Rt such that suppT?/ 
is contained in the connected component A/ of Q{XQ). Then A/ ^ Ay for / ^ j . Let Dt be 
the convex subcategory of A with objects A/. Since Q' is connected we may assume it is 
contained in A\. Therefore B is a convex subcategory of D\. 

If s = 1, then A = D\ [R\ ] and by induction we obtain the result. Assume that s > 1. 
Choose a sinkyo in A2 and consider the indecomposable decomposition Uiyo)/^(yo) = 
©j=1 Cj such that supp Cj is contained in the connected component A- of the quiver ob
tained from Q by deleting yo. Then A- ^ A- for / ^j. Let Dj be the convex subcategory 
of A with objects A-. We may assume that Q' (andxo) is contained in A[. If t = 1, then 
A = [C\ ]D\ and we obtain the result by induction. Otherwise, t > 1 and we may choose 
a source x\ in A'2. Since xo is in A;,, then xo ^ x\. We repeat the above construction ob
taining either A — E\ [M\ ] (or [N\ ]E\) for a convex subcategory E\ (or E\) of A and an 
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indecomposable module M\ (or N\\ or a source X2 different to xo and x\. This process 
can only be repeated finitely many times. Thus the result. • 

2.3. The following technical result will be useful; we will encounter situations such as 
the one described below in Section 5. 

LEMMA. Let Abe a strongly simply connected algebra. Let B be a convex subcate
gory of A satisfying the following, (1) indi? admits a splitting m&B — <P V I, where *P 
and I are full subcategories ofindB with Hom#( J, <P) = 0; (2)there is a vertex xo ofQA 
not in QB such that radP^xo)!^ has a direct summand N in (P; and for any successor y 
ofxo not in QB, radP^(y)|^ G add(7). Then there exists an indecomposable B-module R 
such that B[R] is a convex subcategory of A andHomA(R,N) ^ 0. In particular, R is in 
<B. 

PROOF. We denote M = rad PA (x0). 

Let D be the convex subcategory of A formed by the vertices of B and those vertices of 
QA which are successors of xo and predecessors of some vertex in QB . Then D is strongly 
simply connected and by (2.2) there is a sequence of convex subcategories B = Bo C 
B\ C • • • C Bs C Bs+\ — D of A such that Bi+\ — Bi[M{\ for some indecomposable Br 

moduleM/. Moreover, observe that Ms = M\o and radPA(XO)\B — radP/)(xo)|#. Assume 
that s > 1. 

By (2), Mj \B G add(7) for / = 0 , . . . , s— 1. Therefore we may proceed as in the splitting 
lemma (1.3), to construct full subcategories (P( and It of 'mdBt such that indi?/ = % M It 

and Hom5/(//, (Pf) — 0, / = 0, . . . 9s. Letyt be the extension vertex of Bt from Z?/_i, that 
is, radP^(y/) = M\-\. By definition, PB^I) belongs to /,. Hence every indecomposable 
£;-module X with Hom^(P^;(y/),X) ^ 0 belongs to 7/. In the last step JVH = *o and 
Hom^(P^s(y5),M5) ^ 0. Therefore Ms belongs to Is and the restriction MS\B G add(7) 
which contradicts (2). This shows that s — 0 and D = B[R] with R = M\ an indecom
posable ^-module. Finally, there is an isomorphism PD(XO) —* PA(XO)\D, which implies 
t h a t H o m ^ A O ^ O . • 

2.4. LEMMA. Let A be a strongly simply connected algebra. Let B be a convex sub
category of A satisfying the following (1) indi? admits a splitting indi? = *P V C V I, 
where (P, C, I are full subcategories of'mdB with HomsiC V J, fP) = 0 = Hom^(7, C); 
(2)there is a vertex xo not in QB such that radP^xo)!^ has a direct summand N with 
Homfl(Af, C) i=- §; for any proper successor y of xo not in QB, //Hom^(radP^(y)|5, CVi") 
T̂  0, then radP^^)!^ G add(7). Then there exists an indecomposable B-module R such 
that B[R] is a convex subcategory of A and R £ *PV C. 

PROOF. Let M = radP^xo). Let D be the convex subcategory of A formed by the 
vertices QB and those vertices which are successors of xo and predecessors of some vertex 
in QB. Consider a sequence of convex subcategories of A, B = Bo C B\ C • • C Bs C 
Bs+\ = D such that Bi+\ = B,[Mj] for some indecomposable 2?,-module Mt. Observe that 
Ms = M\D. 
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We construct full subcategories %, Q, h of indT?, such that indT?, = %M Q V 7, and 
Hom5/(C V Ij, (Pj) = 0 = HomBi(Ii, Q , / = 0, . . . ,5. Letj, be the extension vertex of 
7?z from Bj-\9 that is, radT^.^) = Mt. Assume that for / < j < s — 1, the categories 
¥i9 G, Ii are defined and Q = C Moreover, if M, G %, then Hom^M, C V 7,) = 0. We 
prove that the same is satisfied by Bj+\ (and by MJ+\ in casey + 1 < s). 

If My G (Pj9 then Hom5.(M7, £} V 7,) - 0. We define 2>-+, as the full subcategory 
of ind^y+i whose objects are of the formX = (V,X0,r. V -+ Hom^(My,X0)) with 
X0 G add(^). Observe that for any indecomposable^ = (F,X0,7) with V ^ 09X G SJ+i. 
Set (^+i = C and 7,+i = 7/. Then mdBJ+\ = 2}+i V £J-+i V 7,-+i is the desired splitting. 
If Mj G QM Ij, then Mj G 7, (by (2), because £• = Q. We define 7,+J as the full 
subcategory of indify+i with objects of the formZ = (V9Xo,J) withZo G add(7,). Set 
(Pj+\ = (Pj,Cj+\ = C Then ind7?7+i = ^-+i V £}+i V 7,-n is the desired splitting. 

If/ + 1 < 5 and A +̂i G 2}+i, it is of the form MJ+\ = (K, L, 7) with L G add(^). As
sume Hom^, (Mj+\, Q+\ V 7,+i) ^ 0. Since 7,+i = 7,, there is some Yj € QV Ij such that 
Hom^L, ly) ^ 0. Then either ^ = 2}_i or 7, = 7,_i, in any case we get Yj-\ G (J--i V 
Ij-\ such that Hom^.(^»i}-i) 7̂  0- Continuing this way, we get that Hom#(A^+i 1̂ , Y) ^ 0 
for some module Y G C V 7, a contradiction. Hence Hom#y+I(A^+i, Q+i V 7/+i) = 0. 

At the final step, we get JVH = *o and Ms = M\o. Ifs > 1, there is some 0 < / < s9 

such that Hom^(P5l.(y/),M5) ^ 0. Since Ms is an indecomposable Bs-module such that 
Hom^M^, O ^ 0, thenM5 E tPsV C Therefore M, G P̂5. Letj>w be a maximal vertex 
in Qo not in £?#, such thatj^ is a successor of 3//. Then there is a chain of non-zero maps 
Poiym) —••••—• /^(y/) and the radical 7? = radP/)(yw) is an indecomposable ^-module 
in fP. This shows that there is a convex subcategory B[R] of A with R in fP. In case s = 0, 
then 7? = radP/)(xo) is indecomposable in IP V C and 7?[7?] is a convex subcategory of 
.4. • 

3. Coil enlargements of algebras. We recall in this section the notions of admis
sible operations, coils, and coil enlargements of algebras, playing an essential role in the 
proof of our main theorem. For more details on these concepts we refer the reader to [2, 
3,4]. 

3.1. Let A be a algebra and T be a component in YA. For an indecomposable module X 
in T, called the pivot, three types of admissible operations are defined, yielding in each 
case a modified algebra A' of v4, and a modified component Y' of T: 

ad 1) If the support of Horn^X, — )| r is of the form: 

X ~ Xo —> X\ —> X2 —> " • 

we set A1 = (Ax 7))|X0 Y], where D is the full t x t lower triangular matrix algebra, and Y 
is the unique projective-injective indecomposable D-module. In this case, T' is obtained 
by inserting in T a rectangle consisting of the modules Zy = (k,Xtr 0 Yj, (j) I for / > 0, 
1 <7 < t9 a n d ^ = (k,Xj, 1) for i > 1, where Yj, 1 <j <t, denote the indecomposable 
injective 7)-modules. If ^ = 0, we set A' = A[X], and the rectangle reduces to the ray 
formed by modules of the formJ^. 
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ad 2) If the support of Hom^(X, —)|r is of the form: 

Yt <r— — • <— Y\ <r— X = X$ -^ X\ —* Xl —^ • • • 

with t > 1 (so that X is injective), we set A' = A[X]. In this case, Yf is obtained by 

inserting in T a rectangle consisting of the modules Zn = (k,Xt® Yj,{\)) for/ > 1, 

1 <j < t, a n d ^ = (k,Xh 1), for / > 0. 
ad 3) If the support of Hom^X, —)|r is of the form 

r, — Y2 - » ••• — Y, 
T T T 

X = Xo —> X\ —> • • • —> Xt-1 —y Xt —> 

with t > 2 (so thatJf,_i is injective), we set^47 = A[X]. In this case, Tf is obtained by 

inserting in T a rectangle consisting of the modules Zy = (k,X( © Yj, (J)) for / > 1, 

1 <j < U a n d ^ = (k,Xh 1) for i > 0. 
It was shown in [3] that the component of TA> containing Xis T1'. The dual coextension 

operations ad 1*), ad2*) and ad3*) are also called admissible. We say thatX'\s ^pivoting 
module (resp. copivoting module) if X can be used as pivot for an admissible operation 
of type ad 1), ad 2) or ad 3) (resp. ad 1*), ad2*) or ad 3*)). 
3.2. The above admissible operations can be regarded as operations on translation 
quivers rather than on Auslander-Reiten components (see [2, (2.1)]). 

Following [2, 3] a translation quiver Y is called a coil if there exists a sequence of 
translation quivers To, T i , . . . , Tw = Y such that To is a stable tube and for each 0 < / < 
m, T/+1 is obtained from T/ by an admissible operation. 

Given a coil T, the full convex subquiver P formed by all non-directing vertices in 
T is again a coil (see [3]). 

3.3. Let C be a tame concealed algebra and T = (%)xep^k) the family of all stable 
tubes in Tc- Following [4], an algebra B is said to be a coil enlargement of C if there is 
a finite sequence of algebras C = Bo,B\,... ,Bm = B such that for each 0 < j < m, 
Bj+\ is obtained from Bj by an admissible operation with the pivot in a stable tube of T 
or in a component of T# , obtained from a stable tube of CT by means of the sequence 
of admissible operations done so far. Observe that, for each A G Pi (A:), all modules 
of %, are contained in one component, say C\, of YB which is a coil. It follows that 
coil enlargements of C using only the operations of type ad 1) (resp. of type ad 1*)) are 
just tubular extensions (resp. tubular coextensions) of C in the sense of (1.6). By a coil 
algebra we mean a tame coil enlargement of a tame concealed algebra. We have the 
following facts proved in [4, (3.5), (4.1)]. 

PROPOSITION. Let B be a coil enlargement of a tame concealed algebra C. Then, in 
the above notation, the following holds: 

i) There exists a unique maximal tubular extension B+ ofC which is a convex sub
category ofB such that B is obtained from B+ by a sequence of admissible operations of 
types ad V), ad2*J or ad3*>. 
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ii) There is a unique maximal tubular coextension B~ ofC which is a convex subcat
egory ofB such that B is obtained from B~ by a sequence of admissible operations of 
types ad 1), ad 2) or ad 3). 

Hi) TB = tP^o V CV IQ (see (1.6)) where C — (C\)AGP,(/O> is the family of coils 
obtained from the tubular family T = (<7\)AGP](yt), by the corresponding admissible op
erations. Moreover C weakly separates (P^ from IQ , that is, every map from (P^ to 
I0

B factors through add(C). 
iv) B is tame if and only ifB~ and B+ are tame. 

3.4. We shall need also the following proposition: 

PROPOSITION. Let B be a coil enlargement of a tame concealed algebra C of type 
Dw, m > 4, or Ep, 6 < p < 8. Assume that X is an indecomposable B-module lying in 
a coil T ofFs such that A = [X]B is tame and Hom#(Z, X) ^ Ofor some non-directing 
module Z in T. Then 

i) B~~ is a tilted algebra of Euclidean type D„, n > m, or Eq, 6 < p < q < 8, with a 
complete slice in thepreprojective component. 

ii) Mis either copiv oting or B~ is oftypef)n andthe support o/Hom^—,X)|r contains 
the k-linear category of one of the following po sets 

/ \ \ 

/ \ / / \ 
(1) • (2) • 

/ \ / \ / 

/ s 
/ 

In case (2), there are at least 4 projective indecomposable B+-modules which are not 
C-modules. Moreover, there exists an indecomposable B~ -module Y lying in the prepro
jective component of YB- such that dim^ Hom#(y,X) = 2. 

PROOF. Since Hom^(Z,X) ^ 0 for some non-directing module Y of r , we conclude 
that T admits an infinite sectional path 

Z: • • • —> Xj —> X[-.\ —• • • • —>• X\ —> XQ = X 

PutF = B~'. We know from Proposition 3.3 that B is obtained from F(resp. T is obtained 
from a coray tube T in f » by a sequence of admissible operations of type (ad 1), (ad 2) 
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or (ad 3). Clearly, in the notation of (1.6), T belongs to the family %£. Observe also that 
infinitely many modules JG belong to T and, if s is the minimal index / with this property, 
then N = Xs is the restriction of X to F. In particular, the one-point coextension [N]F 
is a convex subcategory of A = [X]B. Since A is tame and Â  belongs to rZ^, we get by 
Proposition 1.6, that F is not tubular. Therefore, F is a tilted algebra of Euclidean type D„ 
or E^ (see (1.6)) with a complete slice in its preprojective component 2 ^ . Let A be a slice 
in &£> and U the direct sum of modules in A. Then U is a tilting module H = Endf(U) is 
a hereditary algebra of type A, and M = Hom/r((/, N) is an indecomposable module lying 
in the stable tube T ' of TH containing all modules Honv(£/, Y) with Y from T. Moreover, 
since [N]F is tame, [M]H is also tame. Suppose now that X is not copivoting. We have 
two cases to consider. Assume first that suppHom#(—,X)\r contains all modules lying 
on an infinite sectional path which is parallel to I . Then the support of Hom/?(—,N)\q-
contains the ^-linear category of a subquiver 

/ \ 

• N 

/ \ / 

/ \ / 

/ 

of T. In this case, M = Homf(U,N) does not lie on the mouth of T' , and then, by 
[17, (3.5)], we get that A = Dw. Hence F = B~ is of type Dw and suppHom5(—,X) 
contains a A>linear subcategory given by a poset of type (1). Suppose now that all non-
directing modules from supp Hom#(—,X)\r lie on Z. Then, since X is not copivoting by 
the structure of T we infer that supp Hom#(—, X)\r contains a ̂ -linear category of a poset 
of type (2). We claim that, in this case, F is also of type D„. Indeed, if F is of type Ep, 
then Hom#(modZ?,X) contains a full subcategory given by a poset 

HomB(Z5,X) 

i 
HomB(ZuX) HomB(Z2,X) HomB(Z3,X) HomB(Z4,X) 

of type (1,1,1,2), where Z\,Z2 are from T and Z3, Z4, Z5 from 5 ^ . But then [X]B 
is not tame, a contradiction. Hence, F = B~ is of type D„. Moreover in both cases, 
by [17, (3.5)], there exists Y in (P^ such that dim^Hom/r(7,A) = 2, and hence 
dini£ Hornby,.Y) > 2, because there is a monomorphism N —* X. Since A = [X]B 
is tame, we get that dim^ HomB(Y9X) = 2. This finishes our proof. • 

We end this section with two typical examples of coil enlargements of concealed al
gebras which will occur in this paper. 
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3.5. Let A be the bound quiver algebra kQ/I9 where Q is the quiver 

11 

6 

-1/-
i — 

5 10 

9 

1-
3 —> 2 -

and / is the ideal in kQ generated by up, Siftp, Ifla — (pip and <pipp — a^rj. Let C = kA 
by the hereditary (hence concealed) algebra of type E6 given by the subquiver A of Q 
consisting of the vertices 1,2,..., 7. Then, by [8, Tables], Tc admits a tube % containing 
the simple regular C-moduleXhaving the space k at the vertices 1,4,6 and 7, and 0 in the 
remaining vertices of A. Consider now the bound quiver algebra D = kQ' /I' where Q' is 
the subquiver of Q given by the vertices 1,2,..., 9,10, and / the ideal in kQ generated by 
vp andSiftp. Then D is a cotubular, hence also tubular, algebra of type (2,3,6). Moreover, 
the (coray) tube ^ of Tp containing all modules of To and the injective D-modules /D(8), 

ID(9) and/D(10) is of the form 

/ \ / \ / 

/ \ 

/ \ 

\ 

\ / \ Y / 
/ \ / X x 
\ / \ / \ / ' \ / 

/ \ / \ / \ / \ 

\ • .. / . •• \ ... /:.. x . .. / : •• \ - •• / 

where the vertical dotted lines have to be identified in order to obtain a tube. Then A = 
D[Y] is a coil enlargement of C obtained from D by the operation of type ad 2) with the 
pivot Y. Moreover, the coil CQ of TA containing Y is of the form 

/ 

\ / ' \ 

\ / \Y, 
\ N / ^ X / 

/ • 

/ \ -
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Observe that A~D and A+ is a tubular algebra of type (2,3,6) given by the bound 
subquiver of (Q, I) formed by all vertices except 8. Moreover, A is obtained from A+ by 
one admissible operation of type ad 2*) creating the vertex 8. Further, A is strongly simply 
connected and of polynomial growth, by Proposition 3.3 and the polynomial growth of 
tubular algebras. It is also easy to see that the coil Co contains infinitely many sincere 
indecomposable modules. 

Consider now the one-point extensions/? = D[Y] of D by the indecomposable module 
Z having k at the vertices 1, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 9, and 0 in the remaining ones. Then Z is the 
pivot for an admissible operation of type ad 3), and hence R is a coil enlargement of C. 
Observe that R is the bound quiver algebra KQ/J where Q is the quiver 

7 

4 
6 4 

4 /^ 
3 — > 2 — > 1 — 

n v
 P 

and J is the ideal in KQ. generated by i/p, 8i[)p, lf3a — (f%[j and ipx/jp — or\. Moreover, the 
coil Co of TA containing Z is of form 

\ 

/ \ 

\ 

/ 

/ 

\ /' \ y7' \ 
\ 

7 \ 7 \ 7 
\ / \ / \ / ' \ x / ' \ / ' \ / \ 

/ \ / \ / ' \ / \ / \ / \ / 

/ \ / \ / \ / 

In this case, R~ = D and R+ is a tubular algebra of type (2,3,6) given by the bound 
subquiver of (Q,I) formed by all vertices except 8. Moreover, R is obtained from R+ 

by one admissible operation of type ad 3*) creating the vertex 8. Finally, R is strongly 
simply connected of polynomial growth, and the coil CQ contains infinitely many sincere 
indecomposable modules. 

4. The tilted case. We will divide the proof of our main theorem in two parts. In 
this section we study a particular situation corresponding to the tilted case. 

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let Abe a tame, sincere, strongly simply connected algebra. Let 
B be a convex subcategory of A satisfying the following conditions: 

(i) B is representation-infinite tilted algebra of type TLp, 6 < p < 8 having a complete 
slice in its preinjective component; 
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(ii) A admits no convex subcategory of the form [N]B for some indecomposable B-
module N; 

(Hi) for any convex subcategoryB[M] of A, M is an indecomposable preinjective B-
module. 

Then A is a tilted algebra. 

4.1. For the proof of (4.1) we need the following observation: 

LEMMA. Let K be a tilted algebra of type At. Let U\ —>-•-—> Ut be a slice in YK-
Consider an indecomposable K-module M such thatHomi<(M, Uj) ̂  0 for some j . Then 
one of the following happens, 

(a) K[M] is a tilted algebra of type At+\ and there is a slice U\ —» U'2 —-> • • • —-» lft+i 
In TK[M\ starting at U\; 

(b) there are indecomposable modules Y\, Yi over K[M] with trivial endomorphism 
rings, ftomK[M]{Y\j2) = 0 = Hom^[M](r2, Y\) and &\mkWomK[M](U\, Yt) = 1, i = 
1,2. 

PROOF. Assume first HomK(M, £/,-) ^ 0 ^ Hom^M, Ut) for some / < L Then 
Hom#(M, U,-+\) 7̂  0. We consider the indecomposable AT[M]-modules Y\ = Ui+\ and 
Y2 = (£, Ut, \\\omK{M,Ui)) satisfying the conditions in (b). Otherwise^' is the unique index 
such that Uj receives morphisms from M. Then in YK[M\ there is a sectional path 

U\ —> • • • —» Uj —-* (k, Uj, luomK(M,Uj)) —> Uj+\ —> • • • —-> Ut. 

In particular, K[M] is tilted of type A,+i. • 

4.2. Proof of (4.1). We know by (1.6) that YB consists of a preprojective component 
fP, a family 7\> A E Pi(&), of (ray) tubes, and a preinjective component 7 having a 
section of type Jtp. By (iii) we may choose a section £ of type Ep in 7 such that, for 
any convex subcategory B[M\ of A, M is a successor of Z in I. Denote by 2) the full 
translation subquiver of 7 given by all predecessors of I in 7. We infer by (ii) and (iii) 
that 2>, 7A, A G PI(&), and 2) are full translation subquivers of TA, and for any path 
Z0 -* Zj -» > Z, in mod^f with Z, in £ = 2> V (VA T'A) V 2), Z0 also belongs to E. 
Denote by C the component of 1^ containing 2). We may assume that C contains at least 
one projective module, because otherwise C = LA = B, and we are done. We shall 
construct a sequence I = Eo, I i , . . . , Zw, w > 1, of convex subquivers of C satisfying 
the following conditions, for any 1 <i<m: 

(a) £/ is a sectional tree subquiver of C and there exists rt > 0 such that rp£/_i is a 
full proper subquiver of Z,; 

(b) the full translation subquiver 2)/ of C formed by all modules of the form T^X9 

q >0,X £ £/, is closed under predecessors in C\ 
(c) every module X in 2)/ such that rJ'X ^ 0 for all q > 0, belongs to the r^ -orbit of 

a module in SQJ 
(d) 2), = 2> V (VA 7A) V 2)/ is closed under predecessors in mod^4; 
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(e) there is no injective module in C which is a proper predecessor of some module 
in £,-; 

(f) all projective modules in C belong to *Dm. 

First we show that this implies that A is a tilted algebra. 
Observe that A = £w is a finite section of C, and so C has no oriented cycle. Let A 

be the full subcategory of A given by all objects of B and all x e QA such that PA(X) is 
in C. Clearly, A is a convex subcategory of A. Moreover, C is a full component of TA. 
Indeed, if Hom^ (i^(y), F) ^ 0 for 7 € C, ^ ( y ) ^ C, then there is an infinite path 

>£+1 — £ - >Yl^Y0=Y 

in C such that Hom^ (i^(y), 7/) 7̂  0 for any / > 0. Since C has only finitely many rA-
orbits and no oriented cycle, all but finitely many Yt belong to 2>, and hence y G QB-
Further, every non-zero map PA{Z) —+ h{z) factors through a direct sum of modules from 
A, and hence A is a sincere family of indecomposable A-modules. Finally, A is convex in 
mod A, because A is convex in C and £ is closed under predecessors in mod A. Therefore, 
A is a slice in mod A, and A is a tilted algebra End//(r), where H is a hereditary algebra of 
type A and T is a tilting //-module. Also, C is the connecting component of rA determined 
by T. Observe that A = £w is wild because it contains a proper subquiver T J ' £ of type Ep. 
Since A is tame, as a convex subcategory of A, we get, by [24, (7.6)] (see also [12]), that 
T has both a non-zero preprojective direct summand and a non-zero preinjective direct 
summand. But then C admits at least one injective module, say 7A(Z) = IA(Z). The facts 
that C contains an injective module and P̂ V (\JX Tx) V C is closed under predecessors 
in mod A9 imply that every indecomposable sincere A -module lies in C. Consequently 
A = A and A is a tilted algebra. 

We shall construct the required sequence £0, £ 1 , . . . , LOT by induction on /, 0 < / < m. 
Suppose that we have constructed a sequence £ = £0 , . . . , £? of convex subquivers in 
C satisfying the above conditions (a)-{f). If all projective modules belong to *DS, we are 
done. Assume that C contains a projective module PA(X) which is not in (Ds. Then there 
is a smallest rs > 0 such that T ^ ^ contains an indecomposable direct summand, say 
N, of radPA(X). If rad^P(x) = N, we define £5+i as a full subquiver of C formed by 
all vertices of T p £ j and PA(X). Obviously, £y satisfies (e). Indeed, suppose that some 
injective module IA(O) is a proper predecessor of £̂ +i in C. Then, since fP V (VA TX) V 
(2)5+i \ £5+1) is closed under predecessors in mod A, we conclude that mod,4 has no path 
of the form PA(X) —* W —> IA(CI)- This gives a contradiction because^ is sincere, and we 
are done. 

Assume now that M — rad^ P(x) decomposes as M = N\ ® • • • 0 Nt with t > 2 
and N = N\9...9Nt indecomposable ^4-modules. Since A is strongly simply connected, 
the supports of the Nt are pairwise disjoint. Let D be the full subcategory of A given by 
x and the vertices of QA(X). Then D = E[M] where E is the convex subcategory of A 
given by the vertices of QA(X). Moreover, E = E\ x • • • x Et with Et connected and 
containing the support of Ni9 1 < j < t. Since A is tame, the vector space category 
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Ĉ = Hom£(M, modE) is tame. 

Consider the full subquiver Q of C formed by all the modules in C lying on sectional 
paths with source N — N\ and not passing through PA(X). Then Q is a finite tree (of the 
same type as S5), and there is no path in mod,4 from PA(X) to a module in (Ds. This implies 
that CI contains a subtree of type Ep, 6 < p < 8. Therefore the vector space category 
X\ = Homf, (N\, mod A ) contains a A:-linear full subcategory given by a poset of type 
(1,2). We show now that t — 2. Indeed, suppose that / > 3. Consider arrows a2 <— x —> 
#3 in gz> with a, in £?#., / = 2,3. Denote by F the full subcategory of D given by the 
objects of E\, a2 and<Z3. Then we get a convex subcategory G = F[N\ ®S(a2)(&S(a3y] of 
A. The corresponding vector space category Hom^A^ © S(a2) 0 £(03), modF) contains 
a i-linear full subcategory given by a poset of type (1,1,1,2). By Nazarova's criterion 
(1.2), G is not tame. Hence A is not tame. This contradiction shows that t — 2. 

We consider now carefully the structure of E2. Let L be the support of N2. We claim 

that L is a convex line in QA. Suppose first that L contains two incomparable objects 

c and d, with respect to the path order in QA. Observe that then Hom^A^modA) 

contains two orthogonal objects Hom£2(A^,/£2(c)) and YiomE2(N2jE2{d)) with 

End£2 (IE2(
CJ) —> k and End^2 {IE2{

{^)) —• £• Then using the poset of type (1,2) asso

ciated to X\, we obtain a full subcategory J of % of one of the following types: 

(i) y is the ^-linear category of the poset (1,1,1,2); 

(ii) y is given by two objects Honi£(M, Y\), Hom^(M, Y2) with trivial endomorphism 
rings, dim* Honi£(M, Y\) = 1 and dim* Hom^(M, Y2) — 2; 

(iii) 9^ is given by an object Honi£(M, Y) with trivial endomorphism ring and 
dim* Hom£(M, Y) > 3. 

In any case we obtain a contradiction with the tameness of A, by (1.2) and [17, (2.4)]. 
Therefore, the vertices in Qi are linearly ordered. Since the convex hull of L in QA yields 
a strongly simply connected category, L is a convex line in QA . 

Let ^ be the biggest branch containing L and which is a convex subcategory of E2. 
Then N2 = /V(Z>), for the root b of Â , and there is a maximal sectional path N2 = 
V\ —-> V2 —> • • • —> K, in T/-. Consider the convex subcategory DofA formed by x 
and the vertices in K and E\. Then there is a splitting indD = 2° V rf)s V J/°, where 
IP0 is the set of predecessors of Vt in r# and J° is formed by the proper successors of 
modules in I 5 U {V\,..., F,}. By (2.2), there is a sequence of convex subcategories of 
A, D = D0 C A C • • • C A? = A such that A+i = A[M] or A+i = [M]A 
for some indecomposable A-module A/}. We show that for each / there is a splitting 
ind A = 2*' VB5V J/' satisfying that: 

(a) The path N2 = V\ —> V2 —+ • • • —> F, is sectional in r£>; and 2* is formed by all 
predecessors of F,; 

(/?) _7' consists of the proper successors of modules in I,s U { V\,..., Vt}\ 

(7) Hom^tf V <DS, &) = 0 and every map X —> 7 with X € 2*' and 7 G J/' factors 
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through a direct sum of modules Vj\ 

(8) if X G 2"' and HomD,(^, Vj) ± 0 for some 1 <j < q, thenX\D G add(2>°). 

For / = 0, this is clear. Assume we have (a)-(6) for /. We consider the two possible 
situations for / + 1. Assume A+i = A[M]- We prove that UomDj(Mh Vj) — 0, for ally. 
Otherwise, assume HomD,(M, Vj) ̂  0. By (a) and (7), M, G 3*'; by (<5),M,-|D G add(fP°). 
By the induction hypothesis, the conditions of (2.4) are satisfied for the splitting indA^ = 
<P' V V V J/7, where fP' is the set of proper predecessors of modules Vt(1 < i < i), V 
is the set { V,• = i = 1, . . . , t) and J' are the proper successors of modules F/( 1 < i < t) 
in ind AT. Therefore, there exists an indecomposable ^-module R such that K[R] is a 
convex subcategory of A and /? G fP°. Then (4.2) applies: either K[R] is a branch bigger 
than K, a contradiction; or there are indecomposable modules Y\, Y2 over AT[M] which 
together with X\ yield a ^-linear subcategory of Hom£,Xtf[/?](Afi 0 7V2,mod£'i x AT[7?]) 
given by a poset of type (1,1,1,2). Since this poset is of wild type, then A+i is wild, a 
contradiction. Therefore HomD.(M/, F/) = 0, for ally. If M, G &\ by (7) we also have 
HomA(M, £>s V J/') - 0. Hence ind A+i = ^ /+1 V2),V J with 2>/+1 given by 2* and 
all indecomposableA+i-modules X — (V,Xo,7) with V ^ 0, X$ G mod/)/. Clearly this 
splitting satisfies (a}-{<5). If M G J/' V ©„ we get ind A+i = ^ V <DS V _f+1 with J//+1 

given by f and all indecomposable A+i-modules X = (V,Xo9l) with F ^ 0 (recall 
that i>s was already closed under predecessors in mod^4). This splitting also satisfies 
(a)-(7). Assume now that A+i = [M]A- In this case we show that H o m ^ ^ M ) = 0 
for ally. Indeed, this follows as dual to the situation above using the dual statements of 
(2.4) and (4.2). Therefore, if M G V\ then ind A+i = 2*'+1 V <DS V f; if Mt G ?, then 
ind A+i = 2* V d)s V J7/+1, satisfying in both cases (<*)-#)• 

Consider the category ^ obtained in the final step of this process. If ?Pq ^ &°, we 
may assume that (PJ = (P°,j > 0 and Mj G ^P7. Call y the vertex in g/)y+1 such that 
radPDy+I(y) = My (resp. / D 7 + 1 0 ) / & / + 1 0 ) = My) if DJ+l = DJ[MJ] (resp. A+i = Wj\Dj). 
Then/D/+1(y) G 2*+1. Indeed, in both cases indDJ+{ = (P+1 V©5V^" and/Dy+I(y) ^ indDy. 
Hence /^(y) G 2^. Then for an indecomposable sincere A -module X, we get a path 
PA(X) —* A" —> /^(y), which is impossible since P^(x) G J/*7. Hence fP̂  = ^P°, showing 
that P̂° is a convex subquiver of FA- Moreover, the sincerity of A implies that there are 
no injective modules in fP°. Also, there are only finitely many predecessors of modules 
Vi(\ <i< t) and they are of the form rq

A Vh q>0. 

Define E5+i as the full subquiver of C formed by all vertices of TpvX5, PA(X) and 
the modules V\9..., V^. Then Z5+i is a tree and the full translation subquiver (Ds+\ of C 
formed by all modules of the form rq

AX, q > 0, X G S5+i, is closed under predecessors 
in C. All conditions (a)-(e) are satisfied for X5+i. We continue this process until we get 
Zw a sectional tree such that 2)m contains all the projectives modules of C. Therefore the 
sequence I = lo, £1, • • •, £w satisfies (a)-(f) and ,4 is a tilted algebra. This completes the 
proof of the proposition. • 

4.3. The fully commutative algebras given by the quivers below satisfy the conditions 
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of Proposition 4.1 

/1 \ / i 

0i : J. I I Qi • I 

\ I / \ i 

These algebras are domestic with two one-parameter families of indecomposable 
modules. By [12], every tame sincere tilted algebra is domestic; by [15], these algebras 
admit at most two one-parameter families of indecomposable modules. 

5. The coil case. In this section we will prove a result which covers a situation 
complementary to the Proposition 4.1. 

5.1. PROPOSITION. Let Abe a tame, sincere, strongly simply connected algebra. As
sume that A contains a convex subcategory B satisfying the following conditions: 

i) B is either a representation-infinite tilted algebra of type ftp,6<p<$ with a com
plete slice in the preinjective component and some projective outside the preprojective 
component or B is a tubular algebra; 

ii) there exists a convex subcategory of A of the form [N]Bfor some indecomposable 
B-module N. 

Then A is a coil algebra. 

The proof will be given at the end of the section after proving some technical results. 
We use freely the notation and results introduced in section 3. 

5.2. LEMMA. Let B be a tubular extension of a tame concealed algebra C. Assume 
that B is tubular or tilted of type E^, 6 < p < 8. Let C\, Ci be two tubular components 
ofTs containing projective modules and let Mi G C?, i = 1,2. IfM\ is not copivoting 
and the situation (1) of (3.4) occurs, then [M2\(\M\ ]B) is not tame. 

PROOF. Assume that [M\ ]B is tame. 
There is an indecomposable C-module N\ such that Horned, N\) = Hom#(X, M\) for 

every C-module X. Then N\ is a non-simple regular C-module. Since [N\ ]C is tame then 
C is of type Dm, N\ has regular length 2 and lies on a tube of rank m — 2 in r c . By (3.4), 
there is a module Y (in fact there are infinitely many!) in the preprojective component 
of Tc such that dim* Honied,N\) = 2. We produce a family (X\)\£k of pairwise non-
isomorphic indecomposable [A^i]C-modules of the following form: choose two linearly 
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independentelementspi,p2 'mHomc(Y,N\\thenXx = (Y9k,l\:Y®DN\ —>k,y®fy-> 

f(p\ + \p2)y)> Moreover, this family is orthogonal, that is H O I I I ( I A , ^ ) = 0 for A ^ p. 

Since N\ lies on the tube of rank m — 2, then B is of tubular type (2,2+p\,(m — 2)+p2) 
with pup2 > 1. Therefore M2 belongs to a coil obtained by ray insertions in a tube of 
rank 2 in Tc-

Let N2 be an indecomposable C-module such that Homc(X,N2) = Hom#(X,M2) 
for every C-module X. Then one checks that HomcC^A^) ^ 0. Therefore 
Hom[A/,]^(Xx,M2) 7̂  0 for every A E &. In particular, Hom[A/,]fl(mod[A/i]Z?,M2) con
tains a poset of type (1,1,1,1,1). Hence [M2]([M\]B) is not tame. • 

5.3. LEMMA. Let Bbea tubular extension of a tame concealed algebra C. Assume that 
B is tubular or tilted of type E^, 6 < p < 8. Let G (1 <i<s)be the tubular components 
ofTs containingpreinjective modules. Let Mi £ Q, i = 1 , . . . , s and assume the iterated 
coextensions

i=i[M(]B is tame. Then for some j , Mj is copivoting. 

PROOF. Assume that M\ is not copivoting, By (3.4), C is concealed of type Dw, C\ 
has at least 4 projective modules and s > 2. Assume first that we get the situation (1) of 
(3.4). By (5.2), [M2]([Mi]Z?) is not tame, a contradiction. We can assume that we have 
the situation (2) of (3.4). 

If A/2 is not copivoting, as before, & has at least 4 projective modules and the tubular 
type of B is neither Dynkin nor Euclidean, a contradiction. Hence M2 is copivoting. • 

5.4. From now on we keep the following notation and hypothesis. 
Let A be a tame strongly simply connected algebra. Let B be a convex subcategory 

of A which is a tubular extension of a tame concealed algebra C. We assume that B is 
either tubular or tilted of type Ep, 6 < p < 8 with a complete slice in the preinjective 
component and some projective module outside the preprojective component. Obviously, 
we may assume that B is a maximal convex subcategory of A satisfying these properties. 
Let D be a maximal coil enlargement of B which is convex in A. Then as in (3.3), there is 
a unique maximal tubular coextension D~ of C which is a convex subcategory of A such 
that D is obtained from D~ by a sequence of admissible operations of types ad 1), ad 2) 
or ad 3). Then TD = ^ V C V % where C — (C0AGP,(*) is m e family of coils obtained 
from the tubular family T = (7\)AGPI(*) °f ^c by admissible operations. Moreover, fPoo 
(resp. %) is formed by D^-modules (resp. D+-modules). 

In fact, we may restate the assertion of Proposition 5.1: 

CLAIM. Assumed is sincere and satisfies (i) and (ii) in (5.1). Then A = D. 
The proof is given in (5.9). In the paragraph below we analyze carefully the structure 

of D and its enlargements. 

5.5. Let C\ be a coil in YD- Let (Tx be the full convex subquiver of C\ formed by the 
non-directing modules in C\. 

We define the left border of CI (resp. right border of CI) as the set £(C\) (resp. r(C\)) 
of modules X £ Cx such that there is an irreducible map Y —> X (resp X —+ Y) with Y 
directing. 
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The left directing part of Cx (resp. right directing part of Cx) is the set d~(C\) (resp. 
d*(Cx)) of directing modules M G Cx which are predecessors (resp. successors) of mod
ules in t(Cx) (resp. r(Cx))- The following properties are clear: 

(a) HomD(Cx,d-(Cx)) = 0 = HomD((t(Cx)9Q)9 0 = HomD(ct(Cxld-(Cx)). 
(b) Any morphism 0 ^f: Y -+ Xwith 7 G d~(Cx) andX G (^ V </* ( Q factorizes 

through add(£(£\)). Moreover, Im/ G add(£(C\))- Dually for the right border. 
(c) Let M be an indecomposable module in Cx such that HomD(M, CI) = 0. Then 

MectiCx)-

LEMMA. LetM G Cx be such that HomD(M, Cx) = 0. Let E = D[M]. Then there 
is a component C'x of YE containing C\ as a full subquiver such that the modules of C'x 
are divided in three parts, C'x — C^V d~(Cx)V d+{C'x), where ct(Cx) are those modules 
in C'x which are successors of modules in r(Cx\ Moreover, the following conditions are 
satisfied: a)Hom(Cx,d-(Cx)) = 0 = Hom(^(C(), (%), 0 - Hom(<f (£{),</-(G))-
b)Any morphism 0 ^ f:Y —> X with Y G dr(C\) and X G Cx' V <t(Cx) factorizes 
through add( £(G)). 77*e dual (b*) <z/so /zo/flfc. • 

We say that the component Cx is an altered coil. 

5.6. LEMMA. Let A be a tame, sincere, strongly simply connected algebra and B be 
a convex subcategory of A satisfying (i) and (ii) of (5.1). Then there is a unique tubular 
component ofTs containing projective modules. 

PROOF. Assume T\ and T2 are tubular components of TB containing projective mod
ules. Clearly we may assume that B is a maximal convex subcategory of A which is 
a tubular extension of C Let D be the maximal coil enlargement of B. As in (5.5), 
TD = ^00 V C V % where C = (Cx)xePi(k) is a family of coils. We may assume that 
T\ is contained in C\. 

By (2.2), there is a sequence of convex subcategories of A, D = Do C D\ C • • • C 
Ds = A such that A+i = A[M] or D/+i [A//JD/ for an indecomposable A-module M,. 

First, assume that there is no indecomposable module M G C\ such that [M]# is a 
convex subcategory of ,4. We consider the splitting indD = tP° V J° such that fP° = 
4>oo V (<T(G) V C ? ) ^ and 7° = C, V ( W A ) ) A ^ V 70 and Hom^J°, 2>°) - 0. 
We construct inductively a splitting indA = 2*' V P with HomD/(.7',2*) = 0 such 
that fP (resp. J/5) contains an injective (resp. projective) module. This will contradict 
the sincerity of A, proving the result in this case. Assume that for all / < j we have 
shown that rD|. = 2 ^ V C V % with C = (COAGPK*)

 a f a m i l y of altered coils with 
C* = Cx, UomDi(C V %S^ = 0 = HomD/(J^, C). First observe that this yields 
a splitting ind A = 2* V JP with HomD/(_7', <Pl) = 0 as desired, for / < 7. Indeed, set 
r = 2*, y{d-(Cx)yCl)HX and.?' = q 'V( r f + (q ) )^ l V_?<. Now, we prove that TDj+l 

has a similar structure. 
If Dj+\ — Dj[Mj], it is enough to show that 
(a) if Mj G 3*', then HomD.(My, Q V JP) = 0 for all A G Pi (it); 

03) if My G qf, then Mj G <T(<^) with HomD/(M7, l(C\j) = 0 orM, G ^(Cf). 
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Assume that Mj E (PJ and HomDj(Mj,N) ^ 0 for some N E Cx — Cx. The induc
tion hypothesis implies that the conditions of (2.4) are satisfied for D with the splitting 
indD = (Poo V C V %. Consequently we get an indecomposable D-module R such that 
D[R] is convex in A andtf E <Poo V C.lfR belongs to fPoo C indZT, by (1.6), £T[/?] is 
a tubular coextension of C, contradicting the maximality of D~. If R E C°, by (2.3) we 
get a convex extension B[R'] ofB in ,4. By (3.4), R' is pivoting and B[R'] is a tubular ex
tension of C, again a contradiction. Since (COAGPIW weakly separates W from J/7 (1.6), 
the case HomD.(Mj, $) ^ 0 reduces to the situation UomDj(Mj, CI) i1 0 just considered. 
This shows (a). The proof of ((5) is similar. The case Dj+\ — [MJ]DJ is dual. Finally, 
observe that there is a projective module in Js (belonging to C{). By (5.1ii), there is a 
convex subcategory of A of the form [N]B. Consider TB = T* V %B V J* as in (1.6). 
If N E Jjj, then [N]B is a tubular extension of C (1.6), a contradiction to the maximal
ity of B. Therefore TV E (PQ V 1$ . By hypothesis N <£ C\, considering the structure of 
TD, = T^, we get that N e <P°. Lety in £^ be minimal with 7^(y)U = N. Hence, if y in 
A , then hfy) € 2*. Thus 7 (̂y) E fP. This finishes the proof in the first case. 

Now, let T\,..., Ts be the tubular components of YB containing projectives. Let N{ E 
Q be ^-modules such that [Ni\B is a convex subcategory of A. If for every N E C\ such 
that [7V]i? is a convex subcategory of 4̂, we have N E d~(G), then we may repeat the 
above argument to get a contradiction to the sincerity of A. Therefore we may assume 
that Nj E Ci - Then (5.3) assures that some Nj (sayy = 1) is copivoting. Therefore (1.6) 
implies that [N\]D~ a tubular coextension of C, a contradiction to the maximality of D~. 
We are done. • 

5.7. LEMMA. Under the hypothesis of(5.1), D~ is tubular or tilted of type Eq, 6 < 
q < 8 with a complete slice in the preprojective component. 

PROOF. Since D~ is a tame tubular coextension of C, we have only to exclude the 
case that D~ is tilted of type Dw. 

Assume D~ is tilted of type Dw, then C is of type D5 with s < m. Consider first the 
case where B is tubular of type (2,2,2,2). Then s = 4. First observe that D~ = C. 
Indeed, otherwise there is a coray module N in C such that [N]C is convex in Z)~. Let 
T\0 be the tube of Tc which was inserted to form B\ let 7A, be the tube of Yc where N 
lies. Since D~ in not tubular, then Ao ̂  X\. By (2.2), we may find a sequence of convex 
subcategories of A, C = B0 C B{ = B C B2 = |W]# C • • • C 2?, = ^ such that 
Bi+\ = Bt[Mj] or 5/+1 = [Mj]Bi for an indecomposable ^/-module M/, / = 0 , . . . , f — 1. 
The quiver TBl may be described as: 

2>2 V % V (%)7GQ+ VToo V /, 

where *£, ̂  are tubular families of 5-modules and CZJJ' = (7^)A is a tubular family such 
that T'x is a stable tube for A =fi Ao, A i; T'x is a ray-inserted tube and T'x is a coray-inserted 
tube and 7i is the preinjective component of r#,. 

Now, the splitting of ind C = <P V J/, where 2> = % V (7A)A^A0> -7 = T\o v -ft with P̂0 

(resp. _70) the preprojective (resp. preinjective) component of Tc, satisfies the hypothesis 
(l)-(4) of (1.3). Therefore A is not sincere, a contradiction. 
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Hence D~ = C. By hypothesis (5.1ii), there is a convex subcategory [N]B of A for 
an indecomposable ^-module N. Since [N]B is tame and N is not a regular C-module, 
then either N belongs to Tf

Xo (as above) or N is a preprojective module. The latter case 
would produce a splitting situation as before (Use the splitting ind C= 2* V 3 with the 
above notation). We may assume that N is in T'x . An application of the dual of (2.3) 
(with B := C, (P the preprojective modules...) yields a convex subcategory [R]C of A 
with R an indecomposable regular C-module. This contradicts that D~ — C. 

Now, we assume that B is not of tubular type (2,2,2,2). Since C is of type (2,2, s — 2), 
there are two tubes Tj, Ti in T5 containing projective modules. By hypothesis (5. lii) and 
Lemma 5.6, A is not sincere. Therefore the result follows. • 

5.8. Proof of Proposition 5.1. Let B be a maximal tubular extension of the tame con
cealed algebra C and D a maximal coil enlargement of B which are convex in A. By 
hypothesis and (5.7), both B and D~ are either tubular or tilted algebras of type E^, 
6 < p < 8. Therefore by (5.6) (and its proof), there is a unique tube in TB (resp. 
To-) containing projective (resp. injective) modules. Hence To = ^oo V f V / o , where 
C — (Cx)xePi(k) ls a family of coils such that for A ^ Ao, C\ is a stable tube and C\0 

contains both projective and injective modules (the sincerity of A and (5.6) imply the C\0 

is the unique coil containing projective or injective modules). Moreover, (P^ (resp. Jo) 
is formed by Z)~-modules (resp. 5-modules). 

Consider a family D = Do C D\ C • • • C Ds — A of convex subcategories of A such 
that either Dt+\ = A[M] or Di+\ = [A//JD/ for some indecomposable ZVmodule M/. 
We want to prove that s = 0. Assume s > 1. Without loss of generality (since B and D~ 
satisfy dual conditions), we may assume that D\ — [M\ ]D. In case M\ E Io, then M\ is 
a ^-module. Since [M\]B is tame, by (1.6), it is a tubular extension of C, contradicting 
the maximality of B. In case M\ lies on C and Hom£>(N, Afi) ^ 0 for some N E C^, 
A E Pi(£), then (3.4) and (5.6) imply that M\ is copivoting. Then D\ — [M\]D is a coil 
enlargement of C, contradicting the maximality of D. 

Finally, assume that M\ lies on T^ or M\ E C\x with Hom/)(^ ,Mi) = 0. Then 
TDl = <P^\/ (C{)\ V % such that CA

! = C\ for A ^ Ai and C ,̂ is a coil with C^ = CX] 

andMi E d~(C\,). Then we find a splitting ind D, = (Pl V J1 with P̂1 = fP(]0VJ-(C)J)V 
(CA

17)A^A, and 71 = I1 = CA
A, V <f (CA) V 70. As in (5.6), we construct a splitting 

indZ)/ — VM V such that Hom^XJ/', 2*) = 0, fP5 contains an injective module and Js 

a projective module. Of course, this contradicts the sincerity of A. This completes the 
proof that A = D is a coil algebra. • 

6. Main theorem and remarks. 
6.1. Proof of the Theorem. By duality, we may assume that A admits a maximal convex 
subcategory B which is a tubular extension of a tame concealed algebra C, such that B 
is either tubular or a representation-infinite tilted algebra of type Ep, 6 < p < 8 having 
a complete slice in its preinjective component. Therefore for any convex subcategory of 
A of the form B[M], M is a preinjective ^-module. Indeed, M is not preprojective since 
B[M] is tame. If M belongs to a tubular component, then by (3.4), M is pivoting and 
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therefore B[M] is a tubular extension of C, contradicting the maximality of B. Moreover, 
observe that in case there is a convex subcategory B[M] of A, then B is not a tubular 
algebra. Indeed otherwise the splitting lemma implies that ,4 is not sincere (if indi? = 
(PB V f where f is formed by the preinjective modules, then indB[M\ = <PB V f with 
Hom^A/jCf, <PB) = 0 and we may apply (1.3)). 

If A admits no convex subcategory of the from [N]B, then (4.1) applies and A is tilted. 
Assume [N]B is a convex subcategory of A. We still have two possibilities: if B admits 
a projective module outside the preprojective component of T#, then (5.1) applies and ,4 
is a coil algebra. Otherwise, we consider the maximal coil enlargement DofB which is 
a convex subcategory of A. We get that D~ satisfies the hypothesis of (4.1) and therefore 
A is tilted. • 

6.2. Let A be a strongly simply connected algebra. We denote by n(A) the number of 
vertices of the quiver QA. By c(A) we denote the number of convex subcategories of A 
which are tame concealed. Then ,4 is representation-infinite if and only if c(A) > 1. 

COROLLARY. Let A be a tame, sincere, strongly simply connected algebra. Assume A 
admits a convex subcategory which is tubular or a representation-infinite tilted category 
of type Ep, 6 < p < 8. Then 

a) if A is tilted, c(A) < 2 and n(A) < 19 
b) if A is a coil algebra, c(A) < 3 and n(A) < 13. 

PROOF, (a) Assume first that A is tilted. Then by [15], c(A) < 2. In case c{A) = 2, 
the possible algebras A with n(A) > 20 were classified in [16]. None of the algebras of 
that list contains a tilted category of type Ep, 6 < p < 8. Hence n{A) < 19 in our case. 

In case c(A) = 1, then A is a finite enlargement of a category B which is tilted of 
type Ep, 6 < p < 8 with a complete slice in its preinjective component. Suppose that 
A is tilted of type A. Then A is a tree with at most 3 extremal points. Otherwise, there 
is a projective PA(O) whose radical R = rad PA(a) is indecomposable with at least two 
irreducible arrows N, —^ R in TA, and such that S(R —0 \ {PA(P)} is a tree containing 

some Ep. Here S = S(R —>) denotes the section in YA starting at R (that is, S is the 
full subquiver of TA formed by those vertices which receive a sectional path from R). 
We shall show that n(A) > 15 implies that (Horn/)(R, modZ))) is representation-infinite, 
where D is the convex subcategory of A formed by the vertices in the support of modules 
in S(R —0 \ {PA(CI)}. This contradicts that A is a finite enlargement of B. Hence A has 
at most 3 terminal vertices. Applying [16, Theorem 3] we get n(A) < 13. 

Indeed, if I has 4 or more terminal vertices, then we get a ^-linear subcategory of 
(Hom/)(/?, modD)) given by the poset (1,1,1,1). So, assume that X has only 3 terminal 
vertices. By similar arguments to [16, (3.3) to (3.7)], we get that n(D) < 13, contradicting 
that 15 <n(A) = n(D)+\. 

(b) If A is a coil algebra, then A+ (resp. A~) is a tubular extension (resp. tubular 
coextension) of a tame concealed algebra C. Both A+ and^4~ are either tubular or tilted 
of type E^, 6 < / ? < 8 . 
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Observe that, since A is sincere, A+ is tubular of type (2,2,2,2) if and only if so is 
A". In this case n(A) = 7. If A is tubular or tilted of Euclidean type, then n(A) < 10. So, 
we may assume that A is neither tubular nor tilted of Euclidean type and that A+ and A~ 
are not tubular of type (2,2,2,2). If follows from (5.6) that C is of type E^, 6 < q < 8. 
Then «(^) < «(^+) + «(^-) - n(Q < 10+ 10 — 7 = 13. Finally, if both A+ andA~ are 
tubular, then c(A) = 3; otherwise c(^) < 2. • 
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